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Saturday is the final clash between Diego ˆChico˜ Corrales (40-3, 33 KOs) and Jose Luis Castil

Tale of the tape: Corrales, 28, is a lightweight freak, 5-11 with a half-inch fist, forearm an

Corrales has had great success against smaller, aggressive guys. Castillo is strong enough men
But the physical discrepancies don´t apply here. ˆChico˜ doesn´t fight tall. He likes to walk

Reviewing their first bout, I was amazed at Corrales´ success when he made space. When he push

Think back to Corrales-Casamayor II. Stick and move. Outbox the guy. Corrales’ trainer, Joe Go
Chin Check: Corrales is no stranger to the canvas.

Floyd Mayweather dropped him five times one night. Castillo and Joel Casamayor scored five kno
In a recent FHM interview, Corrales analyzed the punch:

ˆI got a left hook in that second fight and that was purely my mistake. I caught him with my r

You can read the full interview here: http://www.fhmus.com/articles-1267.asp?cnl_id=5&stn_id=4

These guys bristle with macho. Expect the first few rounds to be more controlled: Corrales mov

Jhonny Gonzalez-Fernando Montiel: Is it over yet?
Who made this fight? Was this a Barrera concoction? Maybe law school has him out of touch. Bei
Look, when you match Mexicans, you don´t expect Leonard vs. Benitez. To Latinos boxing equals

How about an ˆI´m sorry bout?˜ Daniel Ponce De Leon was on the same card, and he scored anothe

Joe Rein describes De Leon´s style: "He´s a clenched fist, sparring - an impatient 5-5 southpa

Many of his free swings are blocked or parried, but when his sparmate steps back, thinking he´

Read more about De Leon here: http://www.thesweetscience.com/boxing-article/3849/are-you-makin

Last Round
Chad Dawson should look awesome against Eric Harding in his first light heavyweight go. Hardin

ˆI am willing to fight for winner-takes-all,´´ he said. ˆDawson has made a big mistake. This i

Harding outpointed Antonio Tarver in a WBC eliminator on June 23, 2000. He also fought ex-worl

Dawson, the WBC No. 7/WBA No. 15 contender, said, ˆI am looking forward to this. It is a great
Dawson knows how to deal with awkward fighters. I was at Dawson´s bout against Ian Gardner in

ˆThe first few rounds were typical of a Gardner fight, even if the southpaw wasn´t in complete
Chad Dawson was ˆamiss.˜ The guy´s the goods.
You can read the full story here: http://fightbeat.com/badchadfinal.php

10 seconds
WBA welterweight champion Ricky Hatton will sit ringside in Las Vegas on Saturday for Castillo

"He’d like to fight the winner, although we have heard rumors that Castillo will jump right up

I´m skeptical of a Cotto-Castillo bout coming off. On June 10, Paul Malignaggi has his own pla
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